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Semiotic triangle
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Framing the debate

● Our definition of a symbol (akin Barsalou, Harnad, Newell): Symbol is a 
theoretical element that is arbitrary, abstract and amodal.

● Questions: 

– Can a collection of symbols connected in an appropriate 
manner constitute ideas? 

– Do all symbols need to be grounded?

– Can ideas composed of symbols be meaningful without 
grounding?

● Our definition of grounding: denotes processes by which an agent 
(human or machine) relates mental structures of external physical 
objects (Roy, 2005). 

Based on De Vega, Glenberg & Graesser (eds), Symbols and Embodiment: 
Debates on Meaning and Cognition, Oxford University Press, chap.1, 2008. 4

Framing the debate (ctd) 

● Our definition of embodiment in language: Linguistic symbols 
are embodied to the extent that:

(a) meaning of the symbol (interpretant) to the agent 
depends on activity in systems also used in perception, 
action and emotion, and

(b) reasoning about meaning, including combinatorial 
processes of sentence understanding, requires use of 
those symbols. 
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Steels: Symbols and semiotic networks

Semiotic net – a huge set of links between objects, symbols, concepts, 
and their methods.

● Objects occur in a context and may have other domain relationships 
with each other.

● Symbols co-occur with other symbols in texts and speech, and this 
statistical structure can be picked up using statistical methods.

● Concepts may have semantic relations among each other.

● There are also relations between methods.
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Collective semiotic dynamics

● Debate in cognitive psychology:  opposition b/w grounded use 
of symbols (e.g. Barsalou) and ungrounded methods (e.g. 
semantic networks)

● Steels (2008): both aspects are needed

● Most of the time, symbols are part of social interaction

● Semiotic landscape = a set of semiotic networks of a 
population

● Individual semiotic networks can be similar, but not the same

Steels L. (2008) The symbol grounding problem has been solved, so what’s next? In: de Vega et 
al (eds), Symbols and Embodiment: Debates on Meaning and Cognition, OUP, 223-244.
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Symbol grounding problem

● Triggered by Searle's (1980) Chinese room argument:

– Can a robot deal with grounded symbols?
● Previous approaches with robots (Shakey, Ripley) worked, but 

everything was preprogrammed (no intrinsic semantics).

● Reformulation of Chinese room argument: “Computational 
systems cannot generate their own semantics whereas natural 
systems (e.g., human brains) can.”

● Harnad (1990): “If a robot can deal with grounded symbols, 
we expect that it autonomously establishes semiotic networks 
that it is going to use to relate symbols with the world.”

● Autonomous grounding is necessary (not from humans).
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Symbols in computer science

● distinction proposed between 

– c-symbols (symbols of computer science)

– m-symbols (meaning-oriented symbols in cognitive science)
● huge terminological confusion:

● Debate about the role of symbols in cognition must be totally 
decoupled from whether one uses a symbolic programming 
language or not.

● Thus it is perfectly possible to implement a neural network using 
symbolic programming techniques, but these symbols are then 
c-symbols (not m-symbols).
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Meaning and representation

● Notion of representation – “hijacked” by computer scientists

● Traditional view of representation: stand-in for something else

● Anything can be a representation of anything

● m-symbols are a particular type of representations (types of sign)

● Humans typically represent meanings, rather than physical things.

● Confusion b/w meaning and representation:

– Representation ‘re-presents’ meaning but  ≠ meaning.

● Solving the SGP may require understanding, how individuals 
originate and choose the meanings that they find worthwhile to use 
as basis for their (symbolic) representations, how the perspective 
may arise, and how the expression of different meanings can be 
combined to create compositional representations.
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Example of representation
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Representations in computer science

● Computer scientists began to adopt the term ‘representation’ 
for data structures that held information for an ongoing 
computational process.

● Distinction proposed between:

– c-representations (in computer science)

– m-representations (in cognitive science, humanities)
● c-representations – suggested to exist in the brain (i.e. 

information structures for various cognitive functions)

● Debate arose b/w advocates of ‘symbolic’ and ‘nonsymbolic’  
c-representations.
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Symbolic-subsymbolic spectrum

(Vanschoren, 2004)
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Representations in computer science

● ‘Subsymbolic’ c-repr (as in NNs) can mean either nonsymbolic 
(analogue) c-repr or a distributed symbolic c-repr (set of 
primitives).  (Rumelhart & McClelland, Smolensky)

● Real-time robotic behaviour could often be better achieved 
without symbolic c-repr (Brooks, 1991).

● In practice, it makes much more sense to design and 
implement such systems using symbolic c-repr and mix 
symbolic, nonsymbolic, and subsymbolic c-repr whenever 
appropriate (Steels)

● Using a c-repr (symbolic or otherwise) does not yet mean that 
an artificial system is able to come up or interpret the 
meanings that are represented (by the representation).
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Two notions of embodiment

● As implementation

– An algorithm can be implemented in various ways

– Marr's (1982) levels of analysis: computational, algorithmic, 
implementational

– material explanations: properties of substrate

– system explanations: elements & processes (info. processing)

– Is organismic embodiment necessary?
● As having a physical body

– interaction with the world, allowing to bridge the gap from 
reality to symbol use

– embodiment as a precondition to symbol grounding
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Symbol grounding via language games

(Steels, 2005)

Talking heads experiment

Robots acquire meanings 
autonomously, by self-
organization via interactions 
(cultural evolution) with the 
world and with each other. 
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Proposed solution to SGP

● The agents autonomously generate meaning

● They autonomously ground meaning in the world through a 
sensorimotor embodiment and perceptually grounded 
categorization methods, and 

● They autonomously introduce and negotiate symbols for 
invoking these meanings

● Explanation can be provided in terms of semiotic networks 
and their dynamics.

● Substrate does not matter, neither do representations 
(symbolic or NN). 


